Sensory Coding & Natural Environment 2012

September 9-12, 2012
Klosterneuburg, Austria

http://ist.ac.at/scne2012

Application deadline: April 16, 2012

Invited speakers

Dora Angelaki, Washington University St Louis
William Bialek, Princeton University
Michael Black, MPI Intelligent Systems
Axel Borst, MPI Neurobiology
David Brainard, University of Pennsylvania
Iain Couzin, Princeton University
David Kleinfeld, UC San Diego
Gilles Laurent, MPI Brain Research
Michael Lewicki, Case Western
Daniel Lee, University of Pennsylvania
Daniel Margoliash, University of Chicago
Bruno Olshausen, UC Berkeley
Nachum Ulanovsky, Weizmann Institute
Jonathan Victor, Weill Cornell Medical College

For poster and contributed talk submissions please see the web page.

Organizing committee

Gašper Tkačik, IST Austria
Matthias Bethge, CIN & MPI Tübingen
Elad Schneidman, Weizmann Institute of Science